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At the end of 2013 representatives of seven European Geoparks expressed their will to set up a joint project in the area of sustainable 

development. To that end they participated in interviews that showed all Geoparks aim to promote themselves as sustainable tourist 

destinations, and that there is an interest in sharing best practices and experiences with other Geoparks. Three of the Geoparks (TERRA. Vita, 

Germany; Magma, Norway; Hondsrug, Netherlands) commissioned individual scoping studies (carried out by Kristian Petrick, All Green 

Energies) with the objective to establish a baseline in four key activity areas:  

1. Sustainable mobility: Access concepts and information to geo sites with public transport or bikes (modal switch, mobility points), 

introducing e-bike, e-Vehicles and e-Buses, charging infrastructure  

2. Sustainable hotel businesses: certification/labelling of hotel businesses, criteria for appropriate labels (e.g., EU Ecolabel), promotion 

activities, combination with the European Tourism Indicator System ETIS;  

3. Geothermal energy from Geoparks: shallow and deep geothermal potential, information and maps available from other EU projects, 

guidelines for promotion activities, stakeholders and pilot project identification;  

4. Energy & climate strategy: review of strategic plans of Geopark jurisdictions, definition of own competencies, inclusion in EGN/GGN 

Charter.  

The scoping studies help the Geoparks developing further ideas and activities together with their stakeholders by using a common approach, 

and at the same time they serve as preparation for a potential joint project which may be submitted within a public funding program (e.g., 

Horizon 2020, INTERREG V). The other Geoparks (Burren & Cliffs of Moher, Ireland; Reykjanes, Iceland; Idrija, Slovenia; Azores, Portugal) 

may join the project at a later stage.  

It is intended to present selected results of the scoping studies (and potentially further activities carried out in the course of 2014) at the 6th 

Global Geoparks Conference in order to inspire other Geoparks to join the initiative.  
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